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Since its discovery in the middle of the twentieth century, 57Fe Mössbauer spectrometry has been 
increasingly applied to a variety of scientific topics, including fundamental and industrial ones, going 
from basic chemistry, materials science, earth sciences to biology and archeology. Indeed, its high atomic 
scale sensitivity to local order combined with easy and low cost facilities have convinced scientists to use 
this tool as a nice complement to other techniques. This article serves as an introduction to this special 
issue dedicated to the application of Mössbauer spectrometry to the study of both laboratory-made and 
natural materials, each with relevant specific properties: it shows that the significant contribution of this 
local probe technique is underlined for each type of material, allowing a better understanding of the 
synthesis mechanisms, the chemical and/or physical properties.

Mössbauer Spectroscopy dates back to the fifties of the twenti-
eth century when Rudolf Mössbauer discovered the effect later 
named after him: expectedly a curiosity in physics that may not 
have a great number of applications. Yet the strongest driving 
force to develop a branch of spectroscopy based on the recoil-
less gamma emission/absorption was the extremely high energy 
resolution it offered. Nevertheless, since the gamma photon 
carries information on energy states within the nucleus, it was 
not clear a piori whether this spectroscopy would be suitable to 
observe chemical changes, i.e., energy shifts assigned to struc-
tural changes in the valence shell of atoms (either in a molecule 
or in a crystal lattice). Later one could witness the lucky situ-
ation that although these 1–10 mV chemical energy shifts are 
substantially damped while reaching the nucleus, the  10–9 eV 
energy resolution there (for 57Fe) is enough to observe these 
changes. On top of that, the most suitable nuclide for Mössbauer 
Spectroscopy is 57Fe, an isotope of iron that is one of the most 
important elements on Earth.

Thus 57Fe Mössbauer Spectrometry became a very unique 
tool for researchers from solid state physics to chemistry to 
even biology in systems where iron plays a role. The Mössbauer 
nuclide provides information on its nearest environment on the 
atomic scale, so this is a local method, and, as such, it is espe-
cially sensitive to surface effects. This gives ground to its applica-
tions in the study of nanostructures created by nature or man. 
An example of using Mössbauer Spectrometry to characterize 
local structures of pure and doped iron oxides and hydroxides 
nanoparticles is reviewed in this issue. Iron oxides nanoparti-
cles (IONPs) are widely used in various applications such as 
magnetic storage media, biomedicine, metalloenzymes, elec-
trocatalyst, and water remediation and thus make Mössbauer 
Spectrometry an attractive tool to gain information on magnetic 
and electric field at the probe nuclei due to spin and charge in 
the valence shell of the Mössbauer active atoms like iron [1, 2]. 
Below are examples in natural and artificial microstructures and 
nanostructures that are presented in this special issue.

MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY FROM ARTIFICIAL NANO ARCHITECTURES TO ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS
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Natural systems
Nanostructures in nature can form for various reasons. The crys-
tal structure of the given compound may have heterogeneities 
on the atomic scale. A classic example is the case of zeolites 
with their intrinsic property that there are voids/cages of vari-
ous sizes in the silicate framework that makes them applicable 
in technologies where adsorption or catalysis is in focus. For 
Mössbauer Spectrometry, iron containing zeolites are important 
and such systems have been investigated in the past decades 
extensively [3, 4].

There is an increasing knowledge on sedimentary iron ores 
that the formation of these ores is of biologically mediated in 
many cases, i.e., the small particles of ferrihydrite, goethite, 
hematite, etc. are products of microbial activity and that is the 
reason of the micro/nano scale particle size [5]. This creates 
quite a challenge in Mössbauer Spectrometry because magnetic 
relaxation effects distort the otherwise regular line shape in the 
spectra. These distortions are partially due to the particle size 
(superparamagnetic relaxation) and natural impurities (shift in 
the magnetic transition temperature). Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple on paleo soils containing goethite and hematite as iron bear-
ing minerals. The top spectra show that at room temperature, the 
goethite and hematite are indistiguishable while at 80 K each is 
represented by its own sextet (with some remanent superpara-
magnetic goethite at 80 K, indicated by the central doublet). The 

bottom spectra demonstrate another case when mostly impuri-
ties cause magnetic hyperfine field distribution (not shown) for 
both hematite and goethite at room temperature while at 80 K 
two (although badly overlapped) sextets can be evaluated.

In certain cases a natural system may be a precursor for the 
production of nano systems that can be used for some industrial 
purpose. Kaolin is a layered silicate with an empirical formula of 
 Al2Si2O5(OH)4 (1:1 type dioctahedral phyllosilicates). The dou-
ble tetrahedral Si–O plus octahedral Al-O layers can be sepa-
rated/delaminated by intercalation/exfoliation technique and 
the new structure is composed of nano scrolls (the separated 
double layers roll up) with extremely high specific surface area. 
This technique is, however, hindered by the iron content of the 
natural kaolin: goethite, hematite as separate phases as well as 
structural iron substituting for aluminum at the octahedral sites 
[6]. Controlling the chemical form of iron during the techno-
logical process is of primary importance, shown in more details 
in this Focus Issue.

Naturally occurring nanoparticles of iron oxides and oxyhy-
droxides are important in soils where their chemical interaction 
with the organic soil constituents is decisive in the iron uptake 
by plants [7].

In meteorites, nanostructured and/or amorphous phases are 
frequently observed possibly due to the formation history of the 
meteorite and the heating and fast cooling when it falls to the 
Earth surface [8].

Figure 1:  Mössbauer spectra of two paleo soil samples containing goethite and hematite. The astonishing difference between the 300 K and 80 K 
spectra is due to superparamagnetism (top) and lattice impurities (bottom).
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Mössbauer spectrometry is an important tool in studying 
the redox processes to understand the biogeochemical cycling of 
iron and the degradation of organic compounds in the solid–liq-
uid interface of the environment [9, 10]. Comprehending the 
redox processes may shed light on the mobility and toxicity, and 
the persistence of organic pollutants present on the surface of 
environments. In other words, transformation of  FeII to  FeIII or 
vice versa may drive the transformation of organic pollutants, 
which is shown in Figure 2.

In the study presented in this special issue, the authors 
applied Mössbauer spectrometry to determine  FeII and  FeIII 
contents in geochemical transformations to obtain the rates 
and mechanisms of important reactions in the environment. 
The study showed that oxidants such as  O2 and the reducing  FeII 
assist in electron transfer, precipitation, and dissolution reac-
tions of geochemical importance.

Artificial systems
Iron is often applied in various catalysts in the form of mixed 
oxides. Especially good partners are: Cr, Mn, Mo, Re. How-
ever, the simple and inexpensive synthesis of such mixed 
oxides is not straigthforward. A physical mixture of the 
separately synthesized metal oxides needs high temperature 
and long synthesis because the solid–solid reaction requires 
mutual diffusion of the metal components. The sol–gel 
method is a major step to reduce the time and temperature 
requirement because the co-precipitation from solution with 
the help of an organic (therefore later removable) framework 

provides nanoscale mixture of the metal components right at 
the beginning of the heat treatment. The ultimate molecular 
level perfect mixing can be achieved if the two metal com-
ponents are present in the same compound. For example, if 
in a salt the cation is  FeIII or its organic complex form, and 
the anion is dichromate, the final mixture is a mixed Fe–Cr-
oxide that forms at the lowest possible temperature (com-
pared to the direct and sol–gel method). Applying mixed 
anions, e.g., dichromate plus nitrate, since the latter is auto-
matically removed during the heat treatmnent, the Fe to Cr 
ratio can be set in a certain range.

Since iron(III) is not willing to form salts easily with anions 
like permanganate or dichromate, a good selection for a com-
plex cation is the hexaurea-iron(III) salt. These complex salts 
can readily form as precipitates or crystals from an aqueous 
solution. However, the Mössbauer characterization of the start-
ing hexaurea-iron(III) salts is challenging due to the strong 
relaxational broadening of the Mössbauer spectra [11–18]. 
The large size of the cation, due to the six urea ligands, results 
in a large Fe–Fe distance in the lattice, causing a decrease in 
the paramagnetic spin relaxation and thus a distortion of the 
lorentzian line shape.

The Mössbauer analysis of the resulting oxides is simpler 
as it allows observation of mainly bulk properties, but in the 
case of the final mixed oxide, bixbyite, which was produced 
from iron hexaurea permanganate, only the Mössbauer spec-
tra could reveal that two types of bixbyite were formed with 
the same stoichiometry but different crystallographic struc-
ture, as was verified later by X-ray diffraction (XRD) [19].

Figure 2:  Redox reactions of iron influencing the environment.
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Peroxydisulfate is also a good choice as starting anion in 
[Fe(urea)6]2(S2O8)3 because it can be removed from the system 
during the thermal treatments, transforming the compound 
into  FeSO4 and eventually into α-Fe2O3, as presented in this 
Focus Issue.

Iron oxides and oxyhydroxides are highly versatile com-
pounds although not only because of the different crystal 
structures and stoichiometries [20] but impurities, and even 
more interestingly, the particle size and shape lead special 
characteristics to the prepared material. Magnetite is par-
ticularly important because of its ferrimagnetism that offers 
sophisticated applications as thermomagnetic treatments in 
medical practice, where the nanoscale of the particles is of 
critical importance. Nanoparticles of magnetite can be shaped 
from a spherical to fibrous outfits by different synthesis routes 
[21–24]. Mössbauer Spectrometry has been extensively 
applied to study these systems [25, 26], and magnetite is of 
particular interest due to the fast electron hopping process 
between the octahedral iron sites of the inverse spinel type lat-
tice resulting in a + 2.5 oxidation state for iron above the Ver-
wey temperature [27, 28]. In the typical Mössbauer spectrum 
of a stoichiometric, perfectly crystallized magnetite, there are 
two magnetic sextets with an area ratio 1:2: the respective 
values of isomer shift allow the former to be assigned to tetra-
hedral iron sites and the latter to octahedral ones. This is read-
ily explained by the ratio of the corresponding lattice sites in 
the unit cell. However, it is very frequently observed that the 
magnetic sextet assigned to the tetrahedral sites has an abnor-
mally high intensity (sometimes the ratio is reciprocal, 2:1) 
[28–31], and this is mainly due to the lack of stoichiometry 
of the magnetite and/or the nanometric size of the particles. 
In the latter situation, the surface area of the magnetite nano-
particles always has a strongly defective stoichiometry and can 
be partially oxidized to maghemite, the Mössbauer spectrum 
of which strongly overlaps with the „tetrahedral sextet” of 
magnetite. With high-quality zero-field Mössbauer spectra, 
the thickness of the superficial shell and thus the diameter of 
the core region of magnetite nanoparticles can be estimated 
assuming a core–shell model which consists of ideal stoichio-
metric magnetite and maghemite, repectively [26, 28, 32–34]. 
In addition, low temperature Mössbauer spectra under exter-
nal magnetic field can be used to estimate the shell thick-
ness of a disordered magnetic structure and the diameter of 
the colinear ferrimagnetic core or magnetite as well as ferrite 
nanoparticles, assuming a core–shell magnetic model [26, 35].

Being aware of the importance of the kinetics and mecha-
nism of precipitation when these oxides are prepared from aque-
ous solutions, forced hydrolysis, is a good tool to influence the 
morphology of the final product (Figure 3, [36]). The presence of 
a second cation or some organic material as a potential transient 
complexing agent can determine the final size and shape of the 

ferrihydrite, goethite, hematite and even akaganeite particles, as 
discussed also in this Focus Issue.

An interesting electromagnetic property of hematite is the 
Morin transition which is a magnetic phase transition where the 
antiferromagnetic ordering changes direction with respect to 
the Electric Field Gradient, namely, it is aligned perpendicular 
to the c-axis of the lattice above the Morin temperature (TM) 
and it is parallel to the c-axis below TM. Hematite is found para-
magnetic above the Curie temperature (TC), it becomes weakly 
ferromagnetic (due to spin canting in the antiferromagnetic sys-
tem) when crossing TC down to the Morin temperature where 
there is a transition to unperturbed antiferromagnetism. For 
pure and well-crystallized hematite, the TC and TM are about 
955 K and 264 K, respectively, as reported by Stucki et al. [38]. 
The quadrupole splitting/shift is characteristic for each mag-
netic type: + 0.43 mm/s [39] for paramagnetic hematite, around 
-0.20 mm/s for weakly ferromagnetic hematite, and + 0.41 mm/s 
for antiferromagnetic hematite [40]. But these values have to be 
also correlated to the crystallinity of hematite [37].

One has already seen in natural samples that, usually due to 
Al impurity (in aluminosilicate host rock formations), the Morin 
temperature of hematite is shifted mainly below 80 K [41]. Thus 
the change in the Morin transition (increase or decrease) can be 
an indication of whether in an experiment where an impurity is 
supposed to be embedded in the host lattice it really took place 
or did not. Pt and Ru doping of electrospun hematite fiber and 
its influence on magnetic, photocatalytic and optical properties 
are also reported in this Focus Issue.

The amorphous state of matter may be considered as the 
next step in going to even lower spatial dimensions in describing 
material structure, but it is not neccessarily connected directly to 
the morphology and particle size. Amorphous state in the prac-
tical sense means „X-ray amorphous” when diffraction peaks 
cannot be observed due to the too small regions of unperturbed 
periodicity in a crystal lattice. This, of course, can be due to 
very small nanoparticles, but lattice perturbations are on the 
nanoscale, anyway in amorphous state.

Mössbauer Spectrometry can be especially helpful in mate-
rial characterization when XRD should give up due to vanishing 
diffraction since the hyperfine interactions can still be observed, 
and sometimes the differences, as compared to the bulk interac-
tions, provide relevant information on the local atomic disor-
der and local irregularities in the lattice/electron structure, the 
source of amorphicity.

Among the various types of iron oxides and oxyhydroxides, 
ferrihydrite  (Fe3+

10O14(OH)2) is the typical amorphous iron 
hydroxide” that has two-line and six-line „polymorphs” refer-
ring to the number of diffraction lines showing up in its pow-
der XRD patterns. Here the great varability of the water content 
causes the amorphous character [42]. A general review of all 
possible amorphous iron oxides is given in [43].
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Silicate glass is automatically assigned to amorphous materi-
als due to the large variability of the connections between the 
oxygen polyhedra of the glass forming element (for example, 
 [SiO4] units) without substantial energy difference. Thus quite 
random short range spatial structures can get frozen leaving 
no chance for regular XRD patterns. There are various types of 
such glasses with applications from catalysts to anode materials 
in novel Li ion batteries [44–48].

The amorphous state is probably most exciting in metal-
lic systems. For metals, the lattice is composed of identical 
charges (positive ions), therefore defects form easily causing no 

unendurable energy states, therefore they move also easily, get 
annealed, and when frozen, there exists a short range order more 
or less distorted. Concentrating on iron, mostly some added 
partner is needed to form an amorphous state (e.g., phospho-
rous, carbon, boron) and even in such a case, extremely fast 
cooling is required to freeze an amorphous state (typically rapid 
quenching with a cooling rate of about  106 K/s) [49–52].

Most amorphous metallic alloys can be produced by the 
melt spinning technique that provides extreme fast cooling and 
results in thin ribbons (about 20–30 µm) of the metallic glass. 
Due to its local atomic sensitivity, Mössbauer spectrometry was 

Figure 3:  Various iron oxide/oxyhydroxide/phosphate phases produced by forced hydrolysis and their Mössbauer patterns. (Combined and redrawn 
from Figures in ref. [36].
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widely applied to these materials in the seventies and eight-
ies. Indeed, it was a very efficient technique providing relevant 
information on the local structural order around the Fe probe, 
established from the hyperfine field distribution to be compared 
with that observed in crystalline alloys having similar composi-
tions [53] and on the orientation of Fe magnetic moments corre-
lated to the quenching conditions (magnetic texture) [54]. Then, 
Yoshizawa et al. [55] discovered nanocrystalline alloys obtained 
from amorphous alloys showing two crystallization peaks, sub-
sequently annealed, giving rise to unusual two-phase materials 
containing nanocrystalline grains embedded in the amorphous 
remainder; their respective contents strongly depend on the 
annealing time and temperature (between the two crystalliza-
tion peaks). These materials (e.g., NANOPERM, HITPERM, 
FINEMET) show excellent soft magnetic properties combined 
with high saturation magnetic flux with high permeability, 
which makes them promising for industrial applications. These 
magnetic properties and their evolution with temperature have 
been clearly understood from Mössbauer spectrometry studies 
at different temperature well-suited to distinguish the respec-
tive evolutions of the nanocrystalline grains, the amorphous 
remainder and even the interface, as well as the nature of the 
interactions between these different domains [56–59].

One may want to produce nano-sized particles from the 
ribbon, which is very brittle but grinding would not result in 
nanoparticles. A popular technique is the electric explosion of 
the amorphous ribbon when a high current pulse is applied to 
the wire in water or other liquid. The pulse means kilo amperes 
in a few microseconds. The ribbon melts and partly evaporates 
during this time and the question is under what condition the 
amorphous state can be preserved. A related work is presented 
in this issue as an example of the application of Mössbauer Spec-
trometry in this field.

The nanoscale does not necessarily mean three dimensional 
structures. The thickness of a thin layer may also fall in the 
nanometer range, and such thin films are essential in the solid 
state devices used in microelectronics and informatics.

The preparation of thin films requires quite sophisticated 
techniques such as laser ablation, pulsed laser deposition, mag-
netron sputtering, etc., and specific conditions such as ultra high 
vacuum, extremely pure elementary atomic species. In addition, 
there is a strong need to control the phase composition, crystal 
growth and especially the required orientation of the crystallites 
on the surface is crucial, and thus the required chemical and 
crystallographic nature of the substrate. Mössbauer Spectrom-
etry and sometimes in situ Mössbauer Spectrometry are very 
helpful in this regard, taking advantage of the dependence of the 
relative intensities of the sextet lines on the magnetic orientation 
of Fe moments or magnetic domains [54, 60–62].

Since bulk properties are not expected and this is particu-
lary true for the magnetic structure near the surface regions 

of the nano-object, even if the thin layer has only one well-
defined phase, the hyperfine magnetic field would not be 
a single value but will have a distribution. The appropriate 
computer evaluation methods have been developed [63] and 
distribution fits are readily accessible today. As an example, 
a study on the influence of thermal treatment on the crys-
tal growth of a  SrFe12O19 thin film previously deposited on 
a silicon substrate using radio frequency (RF) magnetron 
sputtering is the subject in this special issue. The preparation 
of nanoparticles is usually achieved by hindering/stopping 
crystal growth when the given phase is formed in a chemical 
reaction or phase transformation by an appropriate method 
such as surfactants that cover the surface of the crystallites 
or simply by fast quenching. The question arises as to how it 
might be possible to prepare nanoparticles from bulk mate-
rial. Among the grinding methods, high energy ball milling 
is currently an applied method, but it has its own limitations.

An even more interesting question is whether metallic 
iron may be milled into such fine grains that the long range 
ferromagnetic order would be lost and paramagnetic metallic 
iron could be observed. Since it is well-established that alloy-
ing elements can facilitate this process [64–66], the question 
of whether pure iron can really be paramagnetic and amor-
phous remains unanswered. A rather sophisticated „grind-
ing” method is when an electrodeposited pure thin layer of 
metallic iron is bombarded with heavy particles. If the energy 
is such that the particles are not stopped in the iron layer, but 
transmitted only creating defects, the purity in the metallic 
iron phase can be retained while the defects created by the 
transmission virtually slice up the thin layer. If the layer is thin 
enough, a situation can be witnessed where the unperturbed 
(non-irradiated) iron shows magnetic splitting because the 
long range magnetic interaction for ferromagnetic coupling is 
given in 2 dimensions, but once the irradiation takes place, the 
small domains created may lose the ferromagnetic coupling 
and the metallic iron will show up as a paramagnetic doublet 
in the Mössbauer spectrum. A successful experiment of such 
type is reported in this Focus Issue.

As discussed earlier, soils can contain naturally formed 
nanometer sized particles of some iron oxyhydroxides and 
oxides that play an important role in iron metabolism in plants, 
and have been studied by Mössbauer Spectrometry by several 
research groups [67–71]. Ferritin, as a general iron storage orga-
nelle in cells is important not only for plants and its Mössbauer 
study is quite challenging because ferritin particles are nanom-
eter sized and are amorphous [72, 73].

Some organic ligands play very important role in the iron 
metabolism, and citrate seems to be the number one in this 
series. Interaction between citric acid and iron has been thor-
oughly studied and still it is not a fully explored area of research 
(Figure 4, [74]).
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The source of iron for plants in the soil is definitely the iron 
oxyhydroxides and oxides available there, regardless of the 
organic ligand that may be involved in the transport process. 
Nanoparticles have the advantage of a faster dissolution ability 
than that of bulk mineral grains but not too fast dissolution 
rate (as with normal iron salts) that would allow the iron to be 
removed before uptake by the plant. Thus these nanoparticles 
can be considered as fertilizers [75, 76]. This research area is also 
involved in this Focus Issue.

One of the interesting areas in the material science is 
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), which have applica-
tions ranging from sensing to energy to environment due to 
their porous structural properties [77–79]. MOFs consist of 
organic ligands linked to metallic cations. MIL-53 as an exam-
ple of MOFs in this special issue, which is  MIII(μ2-OH)(BDC) 
(BDC = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), possessing chains of corner-
sharing  MO6 octahedra connected through the organic ditopic 
ligands (crystal structure of MIL-53 is shown in Figure 5 [80].

The research presented in the article showed how Möss-
bauer spectrometry in conjunction with X-ray spectrometry 
can be applied to gain insight in-depth information on accurate 

description of the complex mesoporous hybrid like MIL-53, to 
check the number of Fe sites, the thermal stability of the struc-
ture and the content of water in the pores.

Researcher have contributed to the issue on the synthesis of 
magnetic solution in which aluminum ion was partially replaced 
from calcium hexaluminate (CA6) with iron ion (CaO-Al2O3-
Fe2O3 ternary system) [81]. Preparation of such solution is chal-
lenging and Mössbauer spectrometry was able to assist research-
ers to maximize the iron content in the ternary solution in order 
to obtain its magnetic properties.

In the seventies and eighties, various methods were devel-
oped to synthesize a wide variety of crystalline and amorphous 
ferric and ferrous fluorides [82] which were systematically stud-
ied by Mössbauer spectrometry [83]. Much attention was paid 
to ferric fluorides to calculate the electric field gradients at Fe 
site using a point charge model [84] and to correlate structural 
and magnetic properties. Indeed, unusual magnetic structures 
resulting from the cationic topology combined with the presence 
of antiferromagnetic interactions were found to be non-collinear 
due to the presence of frustrated magnetic interactions, particu-
larly the different crystalline, amorphous and nanostructured 

Figure 4:  Demonstration of the pH-dependence of the citric acid-related iron species crucial for iron metabolism in plants under photochemical 
influence [74].
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phases of  FeF3 which shows an fascinating polymorphism 
[83]. One of the interesting article in the special issue was on 
the synthesis of iron-based fluorides, anhydrous, hydrates or 
hybrids i.e., conversion of ((NH4)CuFeF6 to the hydrate  (NH4)
CuFeF6(H2O)4.H2O). Such compounds have properties suitable 
for optics, microelectronics, and catalytical applications [85–87]. 
Importantly, 57Fe Mössbauer spectrometry was able to explain 
in detail the chemical compositions and highlighted the anionic 
and/or cationic orders or disorders. This type of mechanistic 
study may allow the preparation of nanoparticles to perform 
electrochemical studies.

The application of Mössbauer spectrometry has also been 
shown in the synthesis of an environmental material that could 
degrade pollutants such as dyes [88–93]. In this research, this 
material was a composite of zeolite and iron oxide, and the 
authors were able to apply this local probe technique to study 
the nucleation of goethite (α-FeOOH) in the composite. The 
presence of the zeolite allowed to have visible light absorption 
of the composite, which contributed to the degradation of the 
targeted dye.

Another example of the application of Mössbauer spec-
trometry in the synthesis and characterization of environmen-
tal material is the synthesis of magnesium ferrite-bentonite 
nanocomposite that can produce visible light active photocata-
lysts to degrade pesticides and industrial pollutants in water [. 

Bentonite (two building units i.e., silicon-oxygen tetrahedron 
 [Si2O5]2− and aluminum octahedron [Al(OH)6]3−) could pro-
vide catalytic active sites to prevent the aggregation of ferrite 
nanoparticles to enhance the surface area of the synthesized 
nanocomposite. The interaction between bentonite and mag-
nesium ferrite was examined by Mössbauer spectrometry and 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy in order to produce highly 
efficient photocatalyst. The important finding of the synthesized 
nanocomposite was to demonstrate the synergistic remediation 
of toxic metal ions and organic pollutants in water.
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